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PRODUCTION DRAWING

lTime: 3 hours

(Maximum mad<s: 100)

flnstructions :-1. A2 size drawing sheet will be supplied and both sides can be used.

2. Use of BIS tables and charts are permitted in the examination hall.

3. Theory portions of the questions must be answered in the answer book.

4. Sketches accomPanied.l

PART - A

(Maximum marks : 20)

' Marks

I Answer a// questions. Each question carries 5 marks.

l. What are the main contents required to be fumished in an operation process chart ?

2. Define surface texhue and waviness.

3. Represent schematically an interference fit on shaft basis system.

4. Briefly explain Hole Basis System. (5x4 = 20)

PART - B

(Maximum madcs: 30)

111 Arswer any two of the following questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

l. Calculate the unit dimersions of an interference fit on the shaft basis system.

Basic size of the shaft

Negative clearance (Max)

Tolerence on the shaft

Tolerence on the hole

3Omm.

0.048mm.

0.013mm.

0.0i2mm.

l5
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Represent the same on a schematic diagrarn
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2. A locating pin shown in fig. (l) is to be

process sheet incorporating the following

Part name

Part number

Drawing nwnber

fuuipmort

Material

Specification

Qty. required

Marks
pncduced in a workshop. Prepare an operation
details.

Locating Pin

93003108

LP003009

Drill Jig

Steel

IS:666 PART-1

25 Nos.

Also mention tlre details like departrnent, weight per piece, total number of operations,

. 
sehrp and operation time etc. 15

3. Elevation ofa Go-no-go gauge is shown in fig. (2). The surfaces are identified by
the numbers I to 7 and the surface roughness values for these surfaces are given
bel in a tabular form. Draw the grven figure and indicate the surface rouqlmess value
usurg grade numbers as per BIS.

Surface I 2 3 4 5 o 7

Roughness
values (1t m)

l.o o.4 t2.5 6.3 12.5 0.4 1.6

PART - C

(Maximum marks : 50)

(Answer any one fi,J.l question from the following. Each full question carries 50 marks.)

n (a) An assembly drawing of the CRANK is shown in fig. (3). prepare a shop floor
for the production of the item number (6) - CRANK incorporating the following

(i) A parallelism tolerance of 30 pm is allowed between the axis of the pin and
the axis of the shaft.

(ii) Show the surface finishes in grade numbers and tolerances using symbols and
grade numbers on the drawings. 50

On

(b) Fig. (4) shows the a.ssembly of a socket and spigot joint. prepare a shop floor
drawing. of the item number (D - SOCKET END. Show the surface finishes and
tolerences.

l5
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f;g (r)

tr'E ca)

ITEM UST

lletn Description oty. Material

1 Crenk shatt 1 Steel

2 Tap€r key I M. S.

3 washet
,t M. S.

4 Nul 'l M. S.

5 Crank pin 1 Steel

6 Crank 1 c. s.

12341

trie C 3)
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